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This paper  presents  an  enhanced  SSHI  (synchronized  switch  harvesting  on  inductor)  rectiﬁer  with  startup
circuit  and representative  environment  validation  using  real  world  vibration  data  collected  from  a  tram.
Compared to a conventional  SSHI  rectiﬁer,  the  proposed  rectiﬁer  dynamically  monitors  the working
status  of the  circuit  and  restarts  it when  necessary.  The  proposed  rectiﬁer  is designed in a  0.35  m
HV  CMOS  process  and  its  performance  is  experimentally  evaluated.  With  a 500-s  real-world  collected
vibration  data,  the  conventional  and  the  proposed  SSHI  rectiﬁers  record  average  power performanceeywords:
nergy harvesting
SHI (synchronized switch harvesting on
nductor)
improvements  by  9.2×  and  22×  respectively,  compared  to a passive  full-bridge  rectiﬁer.  As the  startup
circuit  helps  restart  the  SSHI  rectiﬁer  several  times,  it is able  to  extract  energy  in an  increased  excitation
range  and  its  average  power  output  performance  is 2.4×  higher  than  a  conventional  SSHI  rectiﬁer.
ublisiezoelectric transducer
ectiﬁcation
ower conditioning
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. Introduction
As the Internet of Everything (IoE) continues to emerge, power-
ng billions of distributed sensors becomes a big challenge. In the
ast decade, harvesting ambient vibration energy to power wire-
ess sensor nodes and portable or wearable devices has attracted
uch research interest [1,2]. Harvested electrical power for most of
EMS  or macroscopic harvesters varies from 10’s W to 10’s mW
epending on the scale and structure of harvesters [3,4]. Although
he raw electrical output power is promising to power most low-
ower sensors, the stable DC electrical power, ready to be used for
oads, signiﬁcantly depends on the performance of the interface
ircuit to be employed [5,6].
Full-bridge rectiﬁers (FBR) are commonly used in commercial
nergy harvesting systems and the circuit diagram is shown in
ig. 1 [7–9]. The piezoelectric transducer (PT) is modeled as a cur-
ent source IP in parallel with a capacitor CP and a resistor RP. The
BR contains four diodes with a forward voltage drop noting as VD
nd a storage capacitor CS. In the associated waveforms, VPT is the
oltage across the PT. It can be seen that VPT needs to ﬂipped from
(VS + 2VD) to VS + 2VD, or vice-versa, to overcome the threshold set
y the FBR to transfer energy to CS. Hence, the energy (or electrical
harge) used to charge the internal capacitor CP between these two
oltages levels is wasted. The wasted charge is shown as black areas
∗ Corresponding author.
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in the waveform. If the excitation vibration level is low such that
VOC(pp) < 2(VS + 2VD), all harvested energy is wasted, where VOC(pp)
is the open-circuit peak-to-peak voltage of VPT. If VOC(pp) marginally
overcomes the threshold, most of harvested energy is wasted and
the power efﬁciency in this case is extremely low.
In order to increase the power extraction efﬁciency, many active
rectiﬁers have been introduced to use inductors to improve the
performance [10–15]. SSHI (synchronized switch harvesting on
inductor) is one of the most efﬁcient rectiﬁers using an RLC loop
to synchronously ﬂip the voltage VPT, hence increase the power
efﬁciency [16–19]. Fig. 2 shows the circuit diagram and associated
waveforms of an SSHI rectiﬁer. The inductor is controlled by ana-
log switches, which are driven by a synchronous pulse signal SSHI.
From the waveform, it can be seen that a SSHI pulse is generated
for each zero-crossing moment of IP. During the pulse of SSHI, VPT is
ﬂipped in the RLC system with some loss due to the parasitic resis-
tance. As the RLC oscillation loop helps ﬂip VPT, the wasted charge,
shown as black areas, is signiﬁcantly decreased.
Fig. 3a shows a simpliﬁed architecture of an SSHI rectiﬁer, which
contains a FBR, a zero-crossing detection block, a pulse genera-
tion block and a level-shifter. When IP is close to zero, the diodes
of the FBR are just about to turn OFF. At this moment, one of VP
and VN begins to increase from −VD and the other one begins to
decrease from VS + VD. One common method to detect the zero-
crossing moment of IP is using two comparators to compare VP and
VN with a reference voltage Vref. This reference voltage is set slightly
higher than −VD and it aims to ﬁnds the moment while VP or VN
begins to increase from −VD. The outputs of the two comparators
nder the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Fig. 1. Full-bridge rectiﬁer and the associated waveforms.
Fig. 2. SSHI rectiﬁer and the associated waveforms.
Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of an SSHI rectiﬁer and the associated waveforms.
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Fig. 4. Architecture of the proposed SSHI rectiﬁer with self-startup.
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re ANDed and the resulting signal SYN presents a synchronous
ignal to control the switch. For each zero-crossing moment of IP, a
ising edge is generated in SYN and it is used to generate a pulse in
he following blocks to control the inductor. In the proposed recti-
er, SYN is also used in a startup circuit, which will be presented in
he next section.
The voltage loss after the ﬂip is noted as VF, as shown in Fig. 2,
hich depends on the inductance, parasitic resistance and CP and
t can be expressed as VF = (VS + 2VD)
(
1 − e
− √
4L
R2C
−1
)
. In order
o keep generating rising edges in SYN, VPT needs to attain VS + 2VD
r −(VS + 2VD). Hence the condition for the SSHI rectiﬁer to sustain
peration is:
OC(pp) > VF (1)
Fig. 3b shows the waveforms of the conventional SSHI rectiﬁer.
he SSHI rectiﬁer is operating well while the excitation level sat-
sﬁes the condition in (1). However, while the excitation goes to a
ear-zero level for a period of time, both VP and VN tends to 12VS
nd they oscillate near this value if weak excitation is present. Dur-
ng this time, VPZ tends to zero. In this case, SYN keeps high and
here is no rising edge generated to ﬂip VPT. In order to start ﬂip-
ing VPT again for each zero-crossing moment of IP, either VP or
N should attain −VD to trigger one of the two comparators in the
ero-crossing detection block. This is also the condition that VPT
ttains VS + 2VD or −(VS + 2VD). Hence, after the SSHI rectiﬁer stops
orking, the condition for it to restart is:
OC(pp) > 2(VS + 2VD) (2)
Comparing the two conditions in (1) and (2), the condition to
estart is much more difﬁcult to be satisﬁed than the condition
o sustain. Hence, the vibration energy between these two  excita-
ion levels is completely wasted for conventional SSHI rectiﬁers if
t is not started [20]. This paper proposed an enhanced SSHI recti-
er with a startup circuit and the fabricated chip is experimentally
valuated with a 500-s real-world collected vibration data from a
ram in Birmingham, UK. The real-world performance of the con-he monitoring block.
ventional SSHI and proposed SSHI circuits are compared to see the
obvious improvement by adding a startup circuit.
2. Proposed SSHI rectiﬁer
Fig. 4 shows the block architecture of the proposed SSHI rectiﬁer
with startup circuit, which consists of a conventional SSHI rectiﬁer
and a startup circuit. The startup circuit contains three main blocks:
monitoring block, evaluation block and startup block. The moni-
toring block monitors the working status of the conventional SSHI
rectiﬁer and it outputs a signal WKG  indicating if the voltage across
the piezoelectric transducer (PT), VPT, is being correctly ﬂipped for
each zero-crossing moment. If WKG  goes low, the evaluation block
starts evaluating the ambient excitation level and stability to deter-
mine when the SSHI rectiﬁer needs to be restarted. Once it conﬁrms
that a startup operation can be performed, a STARTUP signal is gen-
erated to let the following startup block to restart the SSHI rectiﬁer.
The circuit diagram of the monitoring block is shown in Fig. 5,
where there are a digital counter and a D-ﬂip-ﬂop. While the SSHI
rectiﬁer is working, SYN goes high and low periodically and it resets
the counter and sets the output WKG  to high. While the SSHI recti-
ﬁer is not working, SYN stays high. In this case, the counter cannot
be reset until it counts to a preset value, which reset WKG to low
level indicating that the SSHI rectiﬁer is not working.
Fig. 6 shows the circuit implementation of the evaluation block,
which evaluates the excitation level and excitation stability. (1)
indicates the condition for a conventional SSHI rectiﬁer to keep
working. Hence, this condition should ﬁrst be satisﬁed before
restarting the SSHI. This evaluation is performed in the stage 1 by
comparing fractions of VP and VS. The condition in (1) can be rewrit-
ten as VP > 12VS + 14VF or VP < 12VS − 14VF because VPT = VP − VN and
both VP and VN are centered at 12VS . Choosing VP <
1
2VS − 14VF as the
evaluation condition, it can be further rewritten as:
VP <
1
2
VS −
VS
4
(
1 − e−
R
2
√
C
L
)
⇒ VP <
1
4
VS
(
1 + e−
R
2
√
C
L
)
(3)The forward voltage VD is assumed to be negligible compared to
VS. Assuming CP = 45 nF, the total ON resistance of the RLC loop is
R = 20  and the inductor is 1 mH, (3) can be approximated as 12VP <
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Fig. 6. Circuit diagram of the evaluation block.
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3
16VS . Hence, the resistors shown in Fig. 6 are chosen as R1 = 60 M,
2 = 260 M,  R3 = R4 = 50 M and they are off-chip implemented.
The second stage aims to evaluate if the excitation is stable
ecause an impulse excitation will not keep the SSHI rectiﬁer work-
ng for a long time and, in this case, it does not worth to waste
nergy to restart the SSHI circuit. In this stage, two digital counters
re employed. The primary counter counts the number of periods
f the high excitation and the secondary counter is used to reset
he primary counter to make it ready for the next counting. If the
xcitation is high and stable, the signal EXCI will continue drive
he primary counter until it counts to a preset value. Then the fol-
owing D-ﬂip-ﬂop outputs a high STARTUP to the next block. If the
xcitation is not stable, EXCI signal will stop before the primary
ounter ﬁnishes and, after a period of time counted in the secondary
ounter, the primary counter will be reset.
Fig. 7 shows the startup block. This block is controlled by the
ignal STARTUP from the previous block. Once STARTUP goes high,
he comparator is powered. While VP attains its minimum value
nd tries to increase, the output of the comparator goes high and
nable the clock signal CLK. The signal CLK drives a 1:3 switched
apacitor DC-DC converter to charge the voltage VP − VN, which is
lso VPT, to a much higher value until VPT = VS + 2VD. This operation
s similar to ﬂipping VPT but with a large absolute gain. While VPT
ttains VS + 2VD, the voltage VN equals −VD and one comparator in
he zero-crossing detection block (Fig. 3a) is triggered to generate a
YN signal. The SYN signal is then acknowledged by the monitoring
lock and a high level of WKG  signal is generated to disable all
ther blocks in the startup circuit. As the signal SYN is generated,
he voltage across the PT can now be correctly ﬂipped and the SSHI
ectiﬁer restarts working. the startup block.
In some cases the SSHI rectiﬁer can be self-started without using
the proposed startup circuit. If the shock or excitation level is high
such that the condition in (2) is met, a SYN signal will instantly be
generated and the WKG  signal goes to high immediately. In this
case, the conventional SSHI circuit is self-started without using the
startup circuit. However, as previously mentioned, the excitation
level required to satisfy (2) is very high, so self-startup is very hard
to be achieved in real-world implementations. Experiments with a
real-world vibration source will present how the proposed startup
circuit improve the overall energy efﬁciency in the next section.
3. Measurement results
The proposed rectiﬁer is designed and fabricated in 0.35m HV
CMOS process and the die photo is shown in Fig. 8. The proposed
rectiﬁer contains a conventional SSHI rectiﬁer and a startup cir-
cuit. Hence experiments on both the conventional and the proposed
SSHI can be performed with the chip by disabling and enabling the
startup circuit to compare the performance. The power consump-
tion of the chip is 0.8 W while the SSHI rectiﬁer is operating. After
the SSHI rectiﬁer stops operation, the consumption goes down to
0.65 W as the voltage-ﬂipping signal SSHI is not generating in this
case to drive the analog switches.
Unlike majority of the previous work in the literature, exper-
imental measurements did not simply employ a sine wave
excitation in order to realize the representative environment vali-
dation. This is because real-world ambient vibration is rarely that
of a pure sine wave, and is typically broadband, noisy and time-
varying in nature. Hence, performing experiments with real-world
collected data can better present the performance improvement
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a restart operation. The tram starts moving from t and the eval-Fig. 8. Die photo of the proposed SSHI rectiﬁer.
f the proposed SSHI rectiﬁer compared to the full-bridge rectiﬁer
nd the conventional SSHI rectiﬁers.
Fig. 9 shows the vibration data collected from the undercarriage
f a tram in Birmingham, United Kingdom. The data was measured
sing a digital accelerometer (Analog Devices ADXL345) integrated
ith a data logger (Gulf Coast X16-2) with a sampling rate at 400 Hz.
he data lasts for 500 s and it can be seen that it is very noisy
nd the vibration amplitude randomly varies with time. Eight time
oments, t1 to t8, are labeled in the ﬁgure to facilitate explana-
ions. The two zoomed-in ﬁgures shows short periods at 35 s and
5 s while the tram is stationary and moving, respectively. Fig. 10
hows the STFT (Short-time Fourier Transform) plot of the vibra-
ion data. Comparing the two ﬁgure, it can be seen that the low
mplitude periods (t1, t3, t6 and t8) shown in Fig. 9 represents the
ime while the tram stops. These are either due to tram stations
t1, t3 and t8) or trafﬁc lights (t6). It can be observed from the STFT
lot that while the tram is moving, the vibration frequency is cen-
ered and peaked at around 65 Hz; however, while the tram stops,
he vibration is very noisy and is no longer centered to any speciﬁc
requencies. This phenomena can also be observed from the two
oomed-in ﬁgures in Fig. 9. While the tram is stationary (left sub-
gure), the captured acceleration data is very noisy and while the
ram is moving (right sub-ﬁgure), the data looks more like a sinu-
oidal signal of frequency around 65 Hz with a little noise. In terms
f the vibration amplitude, it varies for different periods while the
ram is moving. For example, the amplitudes at t2, t6 and t7 are rel-
tively low but the amplitude at t4 is much higher. This can be due
o rail track conditions and the speed of the tram.
The measurements were performed using a commercially avail-
ble cantilevered piezoelectric harvester (Mide Technology V20W)
ith the nature frequency of 82 Hz. In order to use this piezoelectric
ransducer (PT) with the vibration data shown in Fig. 10, the natural
requency of this PT was tuned to 65 Hz by adding a tiny tip mass.
ig. 11 shows the experimental setup. The 500-s vibration data
as downloaded into a waveform generator (Agilent Technologies
3250A 80 MHz  waveform generator) and the signal was  ampli-
ed by a power ampliﬁer (LDS PA100E Power Ampliﬁer) to match
he acceleration level with the real-world vibration. The modiﬁed
iezoelectric harvester was then excited on a shaker (LDS V406
4-CE) driven by the signal to test different interface circuits.rs A 264 (2017) 180–187
First, the vibration data is used to measure the performance of a
passive full-bridge rectiﬁer (FBR). As the threshold to extract energy
for a FBR is high as given in (2), only the short period with high exci-
tation level (around t4 in Fig. 9) attains the threshold. However, as
most of energy is wasted due to ﬂipping the voltage, the power
efﬁciency is extremely low in this case. Measurements show that
VS is increased from 2.91 V to 2.96 V in this 500-s measurement.
CS is a super capacitor (AVX BestCap BZ05CA103ZSB) with mea-
sured capacitance CS = 5.2 mF,  so the energy extracted in this 500 s
is 12CS(2.96
2 − 2.912) = 0.76 mJ  and the average power over the
500 s is 1.53 W.
In order to make fair comparisons of different circuits, VS is set
to be around 3 V before charging starts. Although different circuits
require different VS values to achieve their maximum power points
(MPP) and VS ≈ 3 V may  not be the optimal value, the initial value
VS ≈ 3 V is chosen because it is believed to be around the preferred
supply voltages of most wireless sensors, which require stable DC
supplies between 1.8 V and 5 V.
The conventional SSHI rectiﬁer without startup circuit is then
tested. Fig. 12 shows measured waveforms for 500 s. The signal VP
is the voltage at one electrode of the harvester. SSHI is the inductor-
control signal to ﬂip the voltage across the harvester. WKG  is the
signal indicating if the SSHI rectiﬁer is working and VS is the voltage
across the storage capacitor CS connected at the output of the full-
bridge rectiﬁer. These signals are also labeled in Fig. 4.
At t1, the SSHI rectiﬁer is not working as the tram stops; hence,
SSHI is not generated, WKG  keeps at low and no energy is trans-
ferred into CS. Although the tram starts moving at t2, the condition
for the conventional SSHI to start working is still not satisﬁed as
the required excitation level is high as shown in (2). At t4, the tram
starts moving again and the excitation level at this moment is high
(refer to t4 in Fig. 9). The condition in (2) is satisﬁed and the con-
ventional SSHI rectiﬁer is started. Therefore, the voltage across the
PT is correctly ﬂipped by the signal SSHI and WKG goes high. VS is
also increased as charge ﬂows into CS. From Fig. 9, it can be seen
that, after a short period of high excitation, the excitation level is
decreased at t5 although the tram still keeps moving. However,
the conventional SSHI rectiﬁer does not stop working because it is
already started and the condition to sustain its operation is much
lower as expressed in (1). Then the tram stops due to the trafﬁc
lights at t6 and the rectiﬁer stops working. Once the SSHI rectiﬁer
stops working, the condition to restart it is now again difﬁcult to
be satisﬁed. Hence, the following moderate excitation level after
the tram starts moving at t7 cannot restart the conventional SSHI
rectiﬁer and the vibration energy during this period is wasted.
During this 500 s measurement, the storage capacitor CS is
charged from 2.99 V to 3.43 V. Hence, the energy extracted by the
circuit is 12CS(3.43
2 − 2.992) = 7.344 mJ  and the average electrical
power over the 500 s is 14.68 W.  In addition, as previously mea-
sured, the power consumption of the chip is 0.8 W while SSHI is
operating and 0.65 W while SSHI is not operating. The average
power consumption in this 500 s can be estimated to be around
0.68 W by estimating the duty ratio while SSHI is operating (high
WKG  signal). Hence, the net output power by a conventional SSHI
rectiﬁer is around 14 W.
The same vibration data is used again to test the proposed SSHI
rectiﬁer with startup circuit. Fig. 13 shows the waveforms, where
there are ﬁve signals. The signals are labeled in the system archi-
tecture in Fig. 4 and the last signal STARTUP is the signal sent to
the startup block to restart the SSHI circuit. From the signal VP, it
can be seen that there is a short impulse at the beginning. As this
impulse is too short, the evaluation block (Fig. 6) does not approve1
uation block begins to evaluate the amplitude and duration of the
excitation. After a short period of time at t2, the excitation is eval-
uated as high and stable; hence a STARTUP pulse is generated and
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Fig. 9. Time-domain acceleration plots of the measured real-world vibration data of length 500 s collected from a tram in Birmingham, UK.
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he SSHI rectiﬁer is restarted. During the remaining time while the
ram is moving, WKG  keeps high and SSHI pulses are generated to
ip the voltage until the tram stops. At t3, the tram starts moving
gain. As the excitation level at this moment is sufﬁciently high so
hat the condition in (2) is satisﬁed, the SSHI rectiﬁer is directly
elf-started without using the startup circuit. The startup mecha-
ism at this moment is the same as the conventional SSHI rectiﬁer.
ence, neither the short evaluation period nor the STARTUP pulses present at this time. During the short stop of waiting for trafﬁc
ights, the SSHI rectiﬁer stops working again. While the tram starts
oving at t4, the startup circuit starts evaluating the excitation and
nother STARTUP pulse is generated at t5 to restart the SSHI rectiﬁer.form) plot of the vibration data.
During the 500 s measurement, VS is increased from 2.92 V to
3.89 V, hence the extracted energy is calculated as 17.2 mJ  and the
average power is 34.4 W.  In addition, the average quiescent power
consumption of the chip in this 500 s is estimated to be around
0.73 W.  Therefore, the net output power of the proposed SSHI
rectiﬁer is 33.67 W.
4. ConclusionThis paper proposes an enhanced SSHI rectiﬁer with startup cir-
cuits and it is implemented in a real-world vibration environment.
The chip is designed in a 0.35 m CMOS process. Instead of using
186 S. Du et al. / Sensors and Actuators A 264 (2017) 180–187
Fig. 11. Experimental setup.
Fig. 12. Waveforms of the conventional SSHI rectiﬁer.
Fig. 13. Waveforms of the proposed SSHI rectiﬁer with startup circuit.
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